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Overview

Background
Survey Objectives 
Survey Response Analysis
The Way Ahead 

“Our challenge is to constantly balance mission demands with safety.”

Our leaders are saying:
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Background

The SECDEF has conveyed his personal interest in the 
DoD Safety Program, including a 50% reduction in mishaps. 
Dr. David Chu, USD(P&R), chartered the DSOC to provide 
oversight of DoD initiatives in achieving the SECDEF’s goal.
Dr. Paul Mayberry, DUSD(R), requested that the DoD IG
conduct an evaluation of the DoD Environment, Safety and 
Health Program.
The purpose of our project is to:

evaluate the DOD safety culture and suggest changes to help 
achieve a reduction in accidents, as directed by the SECDEF.

identify safety issues within DoD and provide a roadmap for 
change to improve the Department’s safety program.

“Leading by example is the best way to influence behavior. . . .”
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Background

“Perception
Survey”

“Establish a Baseline”

Relate “PPBE”
Process to

Safety Program

Recognize 
“Exceptional Practices”

In Safety

Identify “Policy”
Overlaps & Gaps

Examine Safety
“Organization”

-- Roles &
Responsibilities

Project Outline
Policy
Organization
PPBE
Exceptional Practices
Safety Perception Survey 

- Part I - Senior Leader
- Part II - Active Duty
- Part III - Civilian 
- Part IV - Guard/Reserve 

“Safety must be continuously emphasized from the top. . . .”
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Perception Survey

Objectives
Identify strengths and gaps
Highlight areas requiring attention
Facilitate leader commitment
Establish baseline

“Fund it, advocate it, live it . . . every day, every mission, 
every theater,  every Service.”
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Plan

Check

Act

Do

Opportunities

Perception Survey

Shewhart Cycle

Plan for Action

Motivate to Change

Progress Check

Evaluate for Focus Areas

“Safety is an attitude and consists of many small actions, [and] not
one action.”
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Consequence 

Focus on Leading Indicators

Leading Lagging
Aircraft mishaps 
Fatality rates
Lost work-day rates
Motor vehicle accidents
Workers Compensation

Prevention

“Become more proactive in the prevention areas . . .”
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Consequence 

Focus on Leading Indicators

Leading 
Perception Surveys 
Behavioral Observations
Internal/External reviews
Near-miss data
Process measures

Lagging
Aircraft mishaps 
Fatality rates
Lost work-day rates
Motor vehicle accidents
Workers Compensation

Prevention

“Become more proactive in the prevention areas . . .”
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Survey developed and evaluated with the
National Safety Council

Reviewed by the Defense Manpower Data Center

External review by a National Safety Expert

OIG Quality Management Division
independently reviewed to validate data

Senior Leader Survey

“Definition of “Mission” is mission first, safety always.”
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Senior Leader Survey

Demographics
100% of Senior Leaders in DoD contacted 

- Active Duty, Reserve, National Guard, SES
48% Overall Response

“Our leaders must be held accountable for weaving safety into the
fabric of everything we do.”

(Flag Officer Population) (DoD SES Population)

(Survey Responses = 1299)

Sample Population (2691 Senior Leaders)
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Senior Leader Survey

“Senior leaders in all Services have to make safety a priority and 
follow through with their action and resources.”

17 Questions

Safety survey information posted on 
www.dodig.osd.mil/inspections/ie/safetyproject.html

12 questions – response 
on a five point scale

3 demographic questions -
Rank, Service, Organization

2 open-ended questions
Targeted: suggest one activity…
General: other general comments…
58% responded - Excellent
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ScoreQuestions

Tending Positive

Question Qualitative Comparison

Q1  I believe leadership is sincere in its efforts to ensure personnel safety

Q3  Leadership consistently demonstrates a positive commitment to 
personnel safety

Q2  Appropriate safety goals are set annually by leadership

Q8  Making truly beneficial changes in our safety environment is a high 
priority for leadership

Q5  Safety being as important as mission in our organization

Q9  Implementing successful organizations' "Best Practices" in safety is 
one of the most effective ways to bring about change

Q11  Leadership has provided adequate resources to manage and support 
safety-related programs

Q4  Supervisors consider safety performance when rating their personnel

Q10  Good cooperation exists across the Services on safety-related issues

Q12  Refusal to accept that accidents and mishaps will occur in our line of 
work

Q7  Decreasing the DoD accident and mishap rate by 50% over the next 
two years is achievable

Q6  Safety funding is adequately represented in the budget process

“Strong 
Leadership”

“Positive 
Climate for 
Change”

“Change 
Opportunities”
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Leaders Perception of Safety

“We believe….”
our support of safety is exceptional
safety is inadequately represented in the budget 
process and we cannot make systemic change
accidents and mishaps are inherent to our profession
the two-year goal of a 50% reduction in the mishap 
and accident rate is unachievable

“Safety is not a stand alone category for us to turn on and turn off.”
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Perception by Assignment

MAJCOM/MACOM/CLAIMANT (# responses = 189)

Major Subordinate Commands and Below (351)

Other (168)

DoD Agencies (93)

COCOM and other Joint Commands (83)

Service Headquarters Staff (174)

DoD Field Activities (48)

Service Secretariat Staff (78)

JSC Staff (29)

OSD Staff (64)

OVERALL

Tending Positive

Comment I:    The further from the flagpole, the better things look.
Comment II:   Where you stand depends on where you sit.
Comment III:  Program leadership and support starts at the top.
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Number of NSC Surveyed Organizations    0                 115   230+

Benchmarked Scores

Q1.  I believe leadership is sincere in its efforts to ensure personnel safety
(Stnd: I believe management is sincere in its efforts to ensure employee safety)“

Q3.  Leadership consistently demonstrates a positive commitment to personnel safety
(Stnd: Management shows that it cares about employee safety)“

Q5.  Safety being as important as mission in our organization 
(DoD: Safety takes a back seat to mission in our organization)
(Stnd: Safety takes a back seat to production)“

Q2.  Appropriate safety goals are set annually by leadership
(Stnd: Management annually sets injury rate or other safety goals for which all employees are 
held accountable)“

Q4.  Supervisors consider safety performance when rating their personnel
(Stnd: It is well known that management ignores a person's safety performance when 
determining raises and promotions)“

Q10.  Good cooperation exists across the Services on safety-related issues
(Stnd: Good teamwork exists among departments)“

Q11.  Leadership has provided adequate resources to manage and support safety-related 
programs
(Stnd: Management has provided adequate staff to manage and support its safety program)"

“Areas 
Requiring 
Attention”
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Take Away…

Bottom Line:
Leaders know the importance of Safety but believe 
they are constrained from making systemic 
changes.

Identified Topics for Resolution:

How is the desired end-state described?

How is the strategic intent of mishap reduction 
aligned with program resources to get us there?

How will analyzing leading indicators impact 
mishap prevention and program functions?

“Continue to build culture of risk management and prevention.”
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Our Efforts

Planned actions
Continued timely communication

- Three perception surveys pending
(Active, Civilian, Guard & Reserve)

- One briefing per survey
Partnering with Service Safety Centers
Other Project Elements

- Brief recommended organization and policy changes
- Provide program resource map
- Communicate process initiatives and successes

“We are in this for the long haul.”
Hon. Joseph E. Schmitz, Inspector General, DoD
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